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Rules:
1. Fabric Use: Both fabrics must be clearly visible on the front
of the quilt. You may use any number of additional fabrics of
your own choosing but one must be shiny (think satin or silk)
or metallic. Thus these two fabrics plus a shiny fabric plus
whatever else you choose to add.
2. Design may be original or traditional and any combination of
machine and/or hand piecing, appliqué or quilting is
acceptable as you interpret the quilt show theme:

“Roaring Twenties”
3. Embellishments are at the quilter’s discretion, however
there must be at least one bead or bauble on the front.
4. Size: Perimeter of the finished piece must not be larger than
120”, regardless of shape. There is no minimum size
restriction.
5. Finishing: The wall quilt must be completely finished,
including all aspects of quilting, binding, and embellishment.
6. Hanging Sleeve: at least 2” wide, on the back of the wall
quilt.
7. Label on the back of the wall quilt to include: title, artist’s
name, date completed and credits.
8. Deadline: Wall quilts are due at May 16, 2019 guild meeting
to be eligible for judging and must meet all challenge rules.
9. All wall quilts will be displayed at our quilt show and will be
considered one of your entries.
(Basic rules adapted from CQA Trend Tex Challenge)

Thanks to DiVersity Quilting Supplies for assisting in fabric from the
era. If you wish to attain more of this type of fabric there are
several bolts to choose from.
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